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Captain Tag Brewer saved the Mechanics. He even handed them the key to victory against the

Collectors. But now the Mechanics want his blood.They arenâ€™t the only ones.When Tag returns

to the SRE, he isnâ€™t given a heroâ€™s welcome. He is treated like a criminal. They suspect him

of working for the Collectors. He finds himself mired in a plot that threatens to tear humanity apart.

His only hope of quelling their suspicions and unifying the SRE is to follow a mysterious lead to an

SRE colony planet where rebellion seems all but inevitable.But someone else has plans for this

world and for Tag...
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It's one obstacle after another for Captain Tag Brewer and his crew to overcome in this new addition

to the Eternal Frontier series. Suspense, science and plenty of action combine to make this story a

deliciously fun read. Keep them coming Anthony!

Reader's note: This book builds on the previous 3 books in the series. While this story touches on



some of those events, I think for full enjoyment of this one you should read the other three books

first.To me, this is a mixture of Military and Space Opera Science Fiction sub-genres.Dr. Tag Brewer

became captain of a ragtag crew due to a series of events. Their current journey puts them in

challenging situations with members of their own species.I really enjoy this series. In this book, in

particular, Mr. Melchiorri has a way of combining the science, action, and even the vulnerabilities of

the main characters in such a way that the words fly by as you are imagining the scenes.Warning:

There is Violence as well as Adult Language and Situations.Disclaimer: I was provided an

Advanced Reader's Copy of this book. However, the opinions expressed above are my own and

freely provided.

Wow!!! I couldn't put this down! There was just so much going on! I loved it! Tag Brewer and his

ragtag team once again find themselves in the middle of mystery, action, and conspiracy!Tag, Sofia,

Bull, Alpha, Lonestar, Sumo, Gorrenado, Coren, and Lucky have their characters given more depth

yet with their latest adventure. We even see Tag letting down his defenses for a possible romance!

We have our good guys... the bad guys... and, of course, those we can't be too sure of until the very

end. Our main characters aren't perfect - they are indeed human! (Except for Alpha, Coren, and

Lucky; naturally, they are the best of their kind!) Lucky is indeed considered a part of the crew for

her courage and willingness to fight for her dear friend Tag. We also meet some interesting new

species along the way!Each adventure brings the team and us closer to figuring out what is going

on in the big picture. However, more questions are raised as they continue on their journey through

space. I can't say much more - you need to read this for yourself! There are so many twists and

turns... :) It's an exciting read!Anthony J Melchiorri is definitely proving that he can write in other

genres with ease - and I am enjoying all that he has written thus far. I am looking forward to the next

book in the series!

The fourth book ups the ante for Tag and his crew. Just when it seems like they're making progress

against the Collectors, things go south in a hurry. Packed full of twists and break neck action, Tag

starts to blow the whole Collector and collaborator conspiracy wide open. The only problem with this

book is that the fifth one isn't out yet.

Maintains the pace of previous installments and deepens the mystery while broadening the overall

scope of the story. Excellent addition to the genre.



Another Melchiorri book that does not disappoint. This one was filled with some intense drama and

interesting new alien cultures. I really like this series.
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